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THE RELICT FAUNA OF LAKE MERCED, SAN FRANCISCO

BY
ROBERT C. MILLER
Galif<Yrnia Academy of Sciences

ABSTRACT
Lake Merced, formerly connected with the Pacific Ocean by a channel which
was closed sometime between 1869 and 1894, is now a freshwater lake with a characteristic freshwater fauna, except for five species of definitely marine affinities.
These represent three phyla and five major subgroups (classes or orders), as follows:
Gordylophora lacuBtris Allman (Colenterata, Hydroidea); Neanthea limnicola (Johnson) (Annelida, Polychaeta); Neomysis mercedis Holmes (Crustacea, Mysidacea);
Exosphaeroma oregonenais (Dana) (Crustacea, Isopoda); Gorophium spinicorne Stimpson (Crustacea, Amphipoda).
All of these are considered to be relict species which survived the change of the
lake from brackish to fresh water, with the probable exception of the hydroid Gordylophora lacustria, which was first noted in the lake in 1946 and which seems likely
to be of recent introduction.

Lake Merced is an irregularly-shaped body of water, approximately two miles in length and some 350 acres in area, lying within
the city limits of San Francisco about a quarter of a mile from the
ocean beach. It has a maximum depth of about 30 feet and its bottom is below sea level. It was formerly connected with the ocean,
but within historic times it has become a freshwater lake which is
used as an auxiliary reservoir of the San Francisco water system.
The lake is fed by the runoff, mostly underground, from an area
of about five squares miles, and as a reservoir it is considered capable of yielding around 400 million gallons a day. The chlorinity,
according to records of the San Francisco Water Department, based
on samples taken at approximately weekly intervals from August
1957 through July 1958, ranged from 0.72 to 0.980fo0 , with an average
of 0.92. This small fluctuating salt content, which shows no definite
relation to season, may be due to wind-borne salt or to seepage
from the adjacent ocean.
Zoologists acquainted with Lake Merced have known for many
years that, in addition to the usual population of organisms characteristic of freshwater lakes, it contains an interesting group of
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relicts that do not occur in other nearby lakes and that appear to
have survived from the time when the lake was connected with the
sea. Strangely, there has been almost no mention of this in the
literature. The only account of it known to me is that by Johnson
(1903), who discusses the origin of the lake, speaks of "the marine
forms found" in it, mentions four of them, and then proceeds to
describe one of the four as a new species of freshwater polychaete.
It seems desirable to make all that is known about Lake Merced
and its relict fauna a matter of record because of the rapid and
radical changes that have been made in the environment in recent
years. The lake has been treated with rotenone to destroy rough
fish and has been stocked with rainbow trout; it has also been
treated with copper sulfate on occasion to control the growth of
algae. This type of management, however important to the present
multipurpose use of the lake (fishing, boating, and water storage),
does not commend itself as a means of preserving the original
fauna . It will be interesting to see whether species that have survived the transition from a salt- or brackish-water environment to
one of fresh water will be able to withstand the environmental
pressures of scientific management.
HISTORY OF THE LAKE
Lawson (1895: 474) has stated in part regarding Lake Merced :
" ... This lake is a remarkable feature of the topography. It lies in a
depression which is a structural valley and which is separated from the
ocean by a very narrow ridge. Though thus lying in a structural valley,
the form of the shore contours of the lake, the stream cliffs by which it
is bounded, and its relation to the drainage of the valley all demonstrate
that the immediate basin of the lake is a drowned valley of stream erosion.''
"The bottom of Lake Merced is 10 feet below sea-level, and this fact
demonstrates a recent submergence. The drowned valley undoubtedly had
free access to the ocean at tide level, but sand dunes choked the channel
and dammed b ack the waters till they stood 10 feet above tide. Since
then the level of the lake has been artificially raised another 10 feet . . ..
The lake is certainly one of the most recent topographic feat ures of our
field, and suggests that subsidence is now in progress."

Johnson (1903) has quoted Lawson in a personal communication:
"the date of the invasion of the salt water was in late Quaternary
time." Lawson does not indicate when the connection was terminated
but this can be ascertained with an accuracy of 25 years or less'.
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Figure 1. Lake Merced as shown on a U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey map dated 1869.
(Note channel leading to ocean).
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A U .S. Coast and Geodetic Survey map of the San Francisco peninsula dated 1869 shows a tidal channel between the north end of
Lake Merced and the ocean beach (Fig. 1) along the approximate
course now followed by Sloat Boulevard. This channel was closed
before Lawson wrote his 1895 paper (based on work done in 1893-94)
and probably before he began his geological work in California in
1890. A map published in the magazine ZOE for January 18921
shows the channel to the sea still open, but I think it should be
disregarded, since it is a crude map and is doubtless copied or traced
from an earlier one. If the channel had really been open as late as
1892 it is inconceivable that Lawson would not have known it.
Inasmuch as Lake Merced catches the run-off of a fair-sized
drainage basin and is also fed by underground springs, it is likely
that, during its connection with the ocean, fresh water dominated
the situation, at least seasonally during winter rains and perhaps
throughout the year except during extremely dry periods when
evaporation might have combined with tidewater to increase the
halide content. I visualize Lake Merced during its maritime period
as a rather strenuous environment, with incursions of salt water
at high tide, extrusions of surface fresh water at low tide, some
layering but considerable mixing due to winds and the relative
shallowness of the lake, and seasonal variations due to fluctuations
in rainfall. This is the kind of situation in which euryhaline species
become the dominant population. It is quite likely that the relict
species of Lake Merced are the ones that first became established
there when this drowned valley was invaded by the sea.
Since Lake Merced became a freshwater lake, there have been
man-made changes of considerable magnitude. Originally it was a
single lake consisting of a north arm and a south arm connected
by a narrow channel, but now it is really two lakes separated by
an earth-fill dam. This dam, which might more properly be called
a causeway, was constructed in 1897, presumably for convenience
in crossing a body of water that would require a long trip around.
The north and south lakes are connected by an underground pipe,
with a valve which is generally kept closed except when it becomes
necessary to equalize the water levels. No study has been made as
to whether this nearly complete separation of the two sections has
resulted in any changes in their respective biota ; but the comments
1
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in this paper regarding the fauna pertain especially to the south
lake, which is the larger.
I am informed by Mr. Harry W. Tracy of the San Francisco
Water Department that the lake level was fo.l'merly 22.10 feet above
sea level but that it was lowered in 1952 and has since been maintained at 20.5 feet. There is an overflow tunnel from the south
lake to the ocean; but the differences in level render the probabilities
of invasion of marine organisms by this route rather small.
THE RELICT FAUNA
Neomysis mercedis, a crustacean of the order Mysidacea, was
described by Holmes (1897) on the basis of specimens collected in
Lake Merced by H. P. Johnson in 1895. It has since been found
widely distributed on the Pacific Coast in brackish-water bays and
estuaries from San Francisco Bay to Vancouver Island (Tattersall,
1951). Its range frequently extends into fresh water, but it does
not appear to have been recorded in any situation which it could
not have reached from the sea. It is still abundant in Lake Merced.
A bottle containing several hundred specimens was brought to the
Academy for identification in October 1958.
N eanthes limnicola was described from Lake Merced as N ereis
limnicola by Johnson (1903), who, as already mentioned, described
it as a freshwater species. If, as suggested by Smith, et al. (1954),
it is conspecific with Neanthes lighti Hartman (1938), then it is a
euryhaline species occurring in brackish water environments at
various localities along the Pacific Coast. Otherwise it is known only
from the type locality, where it still occurs. Several specimens recently brought to the Academy for identification had been taken
from the stomach of a trout caught in Lake Merced, 22 June 1957.
Exosphaeroma oregonensis (Dana), an isopod crustacean, was reported from Lake Merced by Johnson (1903) on the basis of information supplied by Holmes. Robert T. Orr, now on the staff of
the California Academy of Sciences, collected it there in 1932 and
reports (personal communication): "Individuals were found to inhabit the crevices of old sunken logs and smaller pieces of wood
which were present along the lake shore." This corresponds to
situations in which it is found at various localities around San
Francisco Bay. I do not know of any recent reports of this species
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from Lake Merced, but it is a durable organism and is unlikely to
have died out.

Gorophium spinicorne Stimpson, an amphipod crustacean of wide
distribution in salt and brackish waters on the Pacific Coast, was
also reported from Lake Merced by Johnson (1903) on the authority
of Holmes. This species was likewise collected by Orr (personal
communication) in 1932. Shoemaker (1942) reported the curious
fact that G. spinicorne had been taken "from the water supply of
the city of San Francisco." Subsequently Shoemaker (1949) clarified
this by explaining: " ... a male specimen was sent to the U.S.
National Museum in 1924 from the fresh water of the water system
of the city of San Francisco, Calif., where it was said to be quite
numerous. On April 5, 1936, males and females were taken by A. Ekenberg in Merced Lake, where the species is said to be abundant.
The water supply of San Francisco was partially drawn from this
lake in 1924, so that it is quite probable that the male sent to the
National Museum at that time came originally from the lake."
San Franciscans who may not care for Gorophium in their drinking
water can be reassured; at present Lake Merced water is used only
for irrigation, principally of the adjacent golf course.
Oordylophora lacustris Allman, an athecate hydroid, was recorded
from Lake Merced by Hand and Gwilliam (1951) on the basis of
information supplied by me. In 1946 I was called on by the San
Francisco Water Department to identify a hydroid that had become
so abundant in Lake Merced that it was fouling the bottoms of
boats, and there was fear that it might clog water pipes. This species
proved to be 0. lacustris, a well-known euryhaline species of wide
distribution (Europe, Atlantic Coast of North and South America,
New Zealand, Australia, China, etc.). It had not been reported
previously from the Pacific Coast of North America, but, by an
interesting coincidence, Fraser (1946) predicted its probable appearance on this coast the same year it was found in Lake Merced.
However, according to Professor Trevor Kincaid of the University
of Washington (personal communication), it was well established
in Lake Union, Seattle, as early as 1920.
It is a good question whether this is a relict or a newly introduced
species in Lake Merced. Not unnaturally, when I first found it I
considered it another member of the relict fauna. But in the same
year that I found it in Lake Merced it was found by the late Pro-
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fessor Harold Kirby, JR., of the University of California, in the
Richmond filter plant of the East Bay Municipal Water District
(personal communication) and subsequently in the San Joaquin
River at Antioch (Hand and Gwilliam, 1951). This species tends
to be sporadic in abundance and may easily have been overlooked
when it was not numerous. On the other hand, it seems improbable
that it could have been present in Lake Merced and have escaped
notice during the half century or more that this lake has excited
the interest of naturalists. The weight of evidence seems to favor
the idea that it is a recent introduction; but how it got in Lake
Merced is an interesting problem. The overflow tunnel from the
south lake to the ocean is a possible though not very likely avenue.
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